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UNAUTHORIZED LEGAL PRACTICE PROSECUTIONS
AND INDEPENDENT PARALEGALS
IN ONTARIO AND THE UNITED STATES
by John A. Flood and Frederick H. Zemans

I. THEORETICAL INTRODUCTION
The issue of unauthorized legal practic

involv

qu tion of
professionalism and market protection. The legal profes ion, like other

professions, is seen a being particularly ucces ful at excluding others from
its area of jurisdiction. Disputes over juri diction occur at the edge of thi
jurisdiction, specifically when certain condition arise. The e conditions are
characterized by the "indetermination/ technicality (l/T) ratio", where "!"
represents the ideological underpinning of the profession and "T" represents
the technical knowledge. "If either the knowledge ba e or the ideological
underpinning deteriorates, the occupation will lose control over its spheres
o f ac t.ivay
· ... . por an occupation or a profession to feel secure, it
· mus t maintain
a firm knowledge base and imbue its novices with the necessary ideology."
The production process for professionals entails in reality two
simu
· ltaneous processes, viz. production by producers and pro d uc t"on
of
1
Producers, the two being interrelated. And central to production are production
and control...if a profession loses its grip over either of these processes it is
accessible to invasion from other occupations.

tl

L

1
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II. LEGISLATIVE FRAME IN ONTARIO
Act provides as follows:
Section 50 of th e L aw Society
·
(1)

Except where otherwise provided by law, no person, other than

a member whose rights and privileges are not suspended, shall
act as a barrister or solicitor or hold himself out as or represent
himself to be a barrister or solicitor or practise as a barrister or
solicitor.
(2)

Every person who contravenes any provision of sub-section (1)
is guilty of an offence and on conviction is liable to a fine of not

more than $1,000.
(3)

Where a conviction has been made under subsection (2), the
Society may apply to a judge of the Supreme court by originating
motion for an order enjoining the person convicted from
practising as a barrister or solicitor, and the judge may make the
order and it may be enforced in the same manner as any other

order or judgment of the Supreme Court.

C4)

Any person may apply to a judge of the Supreme court for an
order varying or discharging any order made under subsection
(3).

The Law Society A ct and the Solicitors A ct are the statu wry sources of
the prohibition against unauthorized practice. Between 1891 and l906, the
Law Soc1ety
·
· · 11 eg1s
· 1a t ure
made a series of attempts to convince the prov1nc1a
to grant the legal profession a monopoly over real estate conveyancing. The
legislation proposed by the Benchers was intended to limit the negative

Appendices

effect of competition from out ide th
in
exclusive right to offer advice to v nd rs and pu r ha
Benchers only obtained ome d gr e of limit d u c

r

f r al prop rty.

in 1 12 .

The argument for a di crete and pot ntially m nop li ti l
was gradually expanded during the 1 80' ,

ith a

"unqualified" wa of poor quality, and thu

lawy r th

leg

g :
al market

rti n that

rk by the
a pot ntial fraud upon an

re ~

uninitiated unaware public. Lawyer al o complain d that, although la Y r
were not perrrutte to do o, unlicen d con
· d

yanc r in ana
·
· bly ad erti ed

their services Cincluding the low fees they charged), and g n rally combined
h
t eir practice With activitie uch as the lending of money an t e
d h elling of
insurance. The thrust of these argument wa that the public intere t would

re

be protected by allowing only lawyers to practi e conveyancing. There i no

SU

comprehensive history of unauthorized legal practice in Canada . In Ontario,

ge

the Law Society began in the late 1880's to trengthen its licen ing power to

UI

protect lawyers from external competition, and were somewhat uccessful
by 1912. The chief arguments in support of elf-governance by the Law

Si

Society were market monopoly and public protection.

c
A

1) Purpose of the Legislation
By 1940, unaut honzed
·
· legislation
.
.
· p lace ·n Ontario.
practice
was in
1

a

Twenty court decisions heard in Ontario from 1910 to 1988 relating to

0

0 12

u naut h r · e d legal practice demonstrate that the dominant feature is
· form

preparation and advice.

Real estate , matrimonial matters, wills and

incorporations are all fields in which form completion is the principal service
provided by lay assistants.

Of the more recent decisions, these form

completion activities constitute eighty per cent of the types of unauthorized

practice of law.

j
- 178-
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2) The Judges and Unauthorized Legal Practice
The judicial interpretation of s.50 of the Law Society Act is that the
legislation is intended to protect the general public of Ontario as well as to
guarantee lawyers a monopoly over the practice of law. Recently judges
have acknowledged the public service provided by paralegals, but the
researchers remain skeptical about whether the main concern of judges is
protection of the public or the economics of legal practice.

3) Acting or Practising as a Solicitor
There are two issues here:

the type of actions which should be

reserved for barristers and solicitors, and the frequency required to prohibit
such activities. Canadian jurisprudence is unsophisticated in this area, and
generally interprets "acting as a solicitor" as engaging in activity customarily
undertaken by solicitors. American jurisprudence underlines the distinction
between completion of documents and determination of legal effects or
significance of facts . Similar analysis has been occasionally applied in
Canada: R . v. Nicholson. In this case, the majority of the Alberta Court of
Appeal concluded that Mr. Nicholson was not attempting to practise as a
lawyer. The court analyzed closely the tasks performed by non-lawyers and
applied American jurisprudence in finding for the non-lawyer. A minority
opinion found that it was implicit in the manner in which Nicholson carried
on his business and from his correspondence that Nicholson was practising
as a solicitor. The lack of precision in determining what is "lawyers' work"
is reflected in this division between members of the Alberta Court of Appeal,
both with respect to their inability to agree on a definition of solicitors' work
as well as the specific facts in issue.

App and ices
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"Acting" vs. "Practising"
Section 50 of the Law Society Act do

not d fin "acting" r "practi ing

as " a lawyer, and superficially there i littl di tincti

n th

raised by what is considered to be a olicitor' domain and
acting or practising as a olicitor. (Difficulty ari

b cau

used contradistinctively in the legislation) . Canadian ca
whether there is any distinction between th

i ues

hat con titute
th

t rm are

Law

or s1
rep1

law i not clear on

e term . A r ading of the
to conclude that

s.5

generally a requisite element required by the Ontario Court to ustain a

se

unauthorized practice deci ion

since 1940 allow

u

charge of unauthorized practice is that there ha been a "frequent, cu tomary
or habitual" engagement in the activities in question.

The requirement of more than an individual or i olated event has been
the approach taken in many decisions pursuant to section 50. The intent of
section SO is to prohibit actions which might endanger the public. If the

legislature considers the type of matters dealt with by non-lawyers, it can be

ind
sec

Sta:,

argued that citizens should be protected whether the service provided by the
non-lawyer is isolated or habitual.

fin

One interpretive suggestion is that the phrase "act as a solicitor" refers
to the type of activities engaged in, while "practise as a solicitor" refers to the

frequency of such activities: R. v. Campbell and Upper Canada Business

Ba

Administration Ltd.
As
att

The research consultants recommend the removal of the term "acting"

from s.50 of the Law Society Act. They prefer an approach requiring proof
of habitual or ongoing unauthorized practice as well, because "acting as"
adds little but confusion to s.50.
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4) Holding Oneself Out to Be a Solicitor
Historically, liability for unauthorized practice as a non-member of the
Law Society based on "holding out" or "representing" oneself to be a barrister
or solicitor required proof beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused had
represented himself/herself to the public as a solicitor.
More recent decisions have held it to be sufficient, for the purposes of
s.50, that an individual held himself/herself out to be competent to perform
services that require the skill and training of a solicitor.

'•

Ill. THE LEGAL PROFESSION IN THE U.S.
The American Bar is essentially divided into two halves : corporate and
individual. Most unauthorized practice complaints occur in the individual
sector. For the solo practitioner, competition is stiff. To keep volume high,
standardization is employed as much as possible. This reduces the I/ T ratio.
The corporate sector faces challenges primarily from the large accounting
firms .

1) Unauthorized Legal Practice in the U.S.
No definition of authorized legal practise exists . Both the American

Bar Association Code of Professional Responsibility and the American Bar
Association Model Rules of Professional Conduct have abandoned any
attempt at a systematic definition of a lawyer's practice and left the task to the
State Courts. Currently 43 states have unauthorized practice of law (UPL)
statutes in force. The result has been a chaotic fragmentation of interpretations
of the unauthorized practice of law.

Appendices
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2) The Corporate Hemisphere
The existence of non-lawyers is anction d by th

tat , particularly in

the corporate sector, for example, patent ag nt and accountant . Th main
argument in favour of these non-lawyer repr

enting cli nt b fore federal

agencies is that the subject matter i compl x and th

number of killed

persons is in short supply. As non-legal kill are r quir d, lawy rs have
difficulty enforcing their monopoly; i.e. the knowledge ba e ha

been

incorporated by a competing profes ion, and T in I/T ha declined, leaving
the boundary of the profession permeable. Further, corporate lawyers depend
on repeat player clients whereas solo practitioners deal with one-shot clients
who, because of their inexperience in the law, are much more dependent on
lawyers .

3) The Individual Hemisphere
Real estate, wills and marital law lend themselves to standardization.
Thus, the l/T ratio declines and boundary disputes occur. This is confirmed
by the statistics on the number of successful UPL challenges.

a) The Self-Help/DIY Legal Literature

HALT and Nolo Press have been successful in the pubHcation of Do It
Yourself legal manuals . Some state Bars have been antagonistic to self-help
legal materials, while others have been less so. Self-help computer software
programs are also available. As yet, these have not been proscribed by any
state court, but, given the general state of the law on DIY literature, UPL
allegations and injunctions on self-help software are bound to be unevenly
distributed.

- 182-
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b} Third Party Non-Lawyer Advisers
The law on paralegals is erratic and inconsistent. Florida is the most
aggressive state in prosecuting UPL, particularly in holding oneself out as an
attorney. The most useful way to analyze the data is to break them down as
follows:
i) UPL Involving Cognate Occupations, e.g. Realtors, Bankers

Without doubt, the filling of real estate forms is one of the most
contentious areas in the UPL battle. The successful challenges only slightly
outnumber the unsuccessful. Recent developments suggest that non-lawyers
will continue to encroach as long as protection for the client-being advised
to consult an attorney-is given.
ii) Pretending to be an Attorney

In civil law countries, the profession of notary is highly esteemed.
This leads to confusion in the U.S . where there are no formal qualifications
required for certification of notaries . While there have been complaints
about notaries, only in Chicago have there been investigations.
iii) Paralegal Services

State bars and the courts have acted consistently in attacking paralegal
service companies .

Despite this, paralegal services are growing.

In

Pennsylvania, a paralegal service for low-paid people has been judicially
approved.

In Texas , paralegal services for lawyers are operating.

In

California, non-lawyer "legal technicians" are going to be licensed and will
be subject to civil and criminal penalties if they violate the provisions of the
state Bar's Public Protection Committee.
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iv) Goal-driven groups

on-lawyer are being permitt d t r

nt

th r in h aring , in

spite of the fact that attorney lik tor gard ju di ial n n n-ju i ial f rum
as their bailiwick .

IV. CONCLUSION
In both Canada and the Unit d
acces to legal ervice

tat

, court ar

ia non-la yer . Thi

i

all

ing greater

p cially tru

in the

corporate ector. In the area particularly am nable to tandardization, there
are challenges and the e will continue.

V. APPENDICES
1) British Columbia
The B.C. Legal Profession Act, which recently u per eded the Barristers
and Solicitors Act, provide the legi lative guideline for determining who
can and cannot perfo rm func tions traditionally con idered the lawyer's
domain.

Section 1 of the Legal Profession Act outlin e the e le m e nts included
within the definition of the "practice of law".

Section 3 establishes that the legislation is to operate so as to promote
the public interest.

Ins pi·t e 0 f 'or perhaps because of, the restrictive terms of the Barris
· ters
and Solicitors Act a d h L
.
.
·ety of
n t e aw Society's efforts to monopolize a van
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services which may not necessarily need a lawyer's expertise, there have
been virtually no cases in which the Law Society of British Columbia has
brought an action against an individual or group of individuals for providing
legal services on a one time or regular basis. This is likely due to the
unequivocal wording of s. 77 and the court's reluctance, in B.C., to allow nonlawyers to provide any of the services mentioned in the Act unless they fall
within the exceptions of the Court Agent Act. Consequently, almost all
trained paralegals have decided to work under the supervision of a lawyer,
because of the specificity of the B.C. legislation.
The two POINTTS cases, Law Society of B.C. v. Lawrie (1988), and the
legislation in B.C. create a highly restrictive framework. This allows for the
regulation of persons involved in the provision of legal services in an attempt
to ensure that such individuals are engaging in the authorized practice of
law.

2) Quebec
The relevant legislative provisions pertaining to the unauthorized
practice of law in Quebec are contained in the Bar Act, otherwise known as
An Act Respecting the Barreau du Quebec. These provisions are to be read

in conjunction with the Professional Code, which establishes the regulations
by which certain professions in Quebec are to operate.
The operation of the Code creates a unique situation by providing a
provincial regulatory scheme for professions. The Code establishes a regulatory
body, the "Office des Professions du Quebec", charged specifically with the
monitoring of certain professions. The Code serves as a general regulatory
scheme that supplements but also takes precedence over specific acts
designed to regulate individual professions.
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p ci fi

The regulated profe ion ar
which includes the legal profe ion -

"Th

in

al

professions through th e additional op rati n f n tari
". Th

governance by the Code. Thi di tinction b t
notaries demarcate and e tabli h

f th

1

rp rati n

Avocats du Quebec". Qu ebec ha divid d it

ProfessioneJJe des otai re du Queb

uJ

h

11 d e

rk int
-

p ci fi c

t

"Th C rporation

otaria/ A ct i
n th

th param

1
f th

Code

ubj ctto
ion a nd

al pr

practice of ea ch

particular profession.
Th

f
e pro e sion repre ented in ch dul 1 of th

Co e are r f erred to
d
as professiona
·
l corporation who e principal function
.
1. to
up er ise the

practice of the profe ion by it member

o a to en ure the "protection of

the public".

Subsection 128(1) of the Bar Actoutline
of which a

re

th

pecific act the performan ce

l .
. .
e exc us1ve p re roga tive of the advocate or ohc1tor.

u

bsection

128 2
( ) distinguishes between those act re erved for the advocate to the
exclusion of the solicitor.

Section 133 establishes the types of activitie that if p e rformed by a
person other than a member of the Bar constitute the practice of the
profession illegally. Section 134 expands on this notion of illegal practice.
. d ·n section
The pen a lt'1es for o ffences pursuant to the Act are out 1ne
1
188
1
of the Professional Code.
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